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Jackyron W. Newman Joins The Timeless Leadership Team                

JW Newman Executive Brings Social Media Strategy And Innovation To Timeless

ATLANTA, GA (August 22, 2016) – Jackyron W. Newman (founder of JW Newman Enterprises) joins the TIMELESS 
team as the Director of Strategy & Integration. 

In this role, Newman will be responsible for transforming the capabilities and track record of TIMELESS into new 
business opportunities using a combination  of social and traditional media strategies. 

“I could not be more excited about this opportunity with TIMELESS. From what I have seen, this company is well 
ahead of the curve with their innovative strategies. And, I am here to ensure the world knows that TIMELESS is 
not only a player, but a game-changer in the experiential and content marketing ecosystem.” stated Mr. 
Newman. 

About Jackyron W. Newman:
Social media maven, author, motivational speaker, community advocate and founder of JW Newman 
Enterprises. Jackyron (professional referred to as “Jack” or “JW”) is a well known voice and talent who makes a 
personal connection with a wide spectrum of audiences through the production of timeless content and 
extraordinary live events. 

“Adding Jack to our leadership team is a huge win for TIMELESS. He represents not only a new chapter for 
TIMELESS but a gateway into previously untapped revenue sources.” commented Ryan M. Hill, CEO – TIMELESS. 
“Jack will also have the autonomy to select the location of and head up our new offices New York.” 

As resident of Brooklyn, Newman also offers TIMELESS the ability to better compete with larger agencies with 
the launch of it’s new corporate offices in New York. 

For more about TIMELESS, contact our Media and Communications via email at  media@timelessbrandsusa.com.  

ABOUT TIMELESS BRANDS
TIMELESS is an Atlanta-based full-service experiential marketing firm  with blue-chip clients including Ford, 
McDonalds, Coca Cola, American Cancer Society, Audi, Amtrak & Virgin Mobile. TIMELESS Brands specializes in 
creating record-breaking marketing strategies which engage consumers…transforming them from viewers into 
brand ambassadors. For more information, please visit www.timelessbrandsusa.com

ABOUT THE TIMELESS FAMILY OF COMPANIES
TIMELESS is a family of companies offering a complete range of world-class capabilities from 

professional business services (Marketing & PR) to digital & interactive, creative, travel and full service 

event production (sound, stage & lighting, etc.)

We Have A Single Goal: Be The Absolute Best !”
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